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Guo Yang is an associate at Yuanda China Law Offices based in Shanghai. His practice is focused on Regulatory Compliance, 

Dispute Resolution, and Intellectual Property. Guo Yang is experienced in advising high-tech company clients on their foreign 

legal issues, including export control and sanction-related compliance, dispute resolution, foreign investment, intellecutal 

property, etc.

Before joining Yuanda, Guo Yang worked at the capital market group of a U.S. law firm’s Shanghai office.

Experience

Regulatory Compliance

Provided legal opinion to a top chip manufacturer in China on its dealing with its U.S. suppliers’ export control due 

diligence investigation requests.

Assisted a well-known semiconductor machine manufacturer to establish its export control compliance system

Advised a Chinese bio-tech company on compliance issues for their operation in U.S.

Dispute Resolution

Represented a well-known home-appliance manufacturers for its patent infringement litigation in the U.S. and related IPR 

proceedings

Represented a technology investment company for its employment dispute in U.S. court with a former senior executive of 
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its acquired target company.

Represented a Chinese trade company for its international proceeding at Swiss International Arbitration Center against a 

Turkish company

Provided legal opinion to a top memory chip manufacturer regarding the discovery scope for U.S. litigation

Intellectual Property

Provided patent due diligence investigation service to an investment company who was interested in gene-sequencing 

technology.

Provided legal opinion regarding a pharmaceutical company’s trade secret litigation in U.S. court.

Advised a memory chip manufacturer in filing complaint against an unauthorized third-party selling its product

Assisted the defense of a design patent of a foreign clothing manufacturer against invalidation claims.


